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Ç  The tree in the garden can’t sprout/sprouting/sell new buds in this weather.
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Match: The boy thought that he ..










The boy thought that he would win the race.
The boy thought that she would win the race.
Sentence-final words
Pz






The bevers sometimes chew ..
The bevers sometimes melt ..
The bevers sometimes chewing ..
Filler sentences


































































Experiment 1 Experiment 2
Mismatch minus Match
300-600 ms
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Mismatch minus Match
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Match, High Anaphoric Bias
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Match: The boy thought that he ..










The boy thought that he would win the race.
The boy thought that she would win the race.
Sentence-final words
Pz






The bevers sometimes chew ..
The bevers sometimes melt ..
The bevers sometimes chewing ..
Filler sentences
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The boy thought that he would win the race very easily.
The boy thought that she would win the race very easily.
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Match: The boy thought that he ..
Mismatch: The boy thought that she ..
Experiment 1
Pronoun gender-match effects
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Effects at sentence-final words
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Match: The boy thought that he ..
Mismatch: The boy thought that she ..
Experiment 2
Pronoun gender-match effects
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Mismatch: The boy thought that she ..
Experiment 3
Pronoun gender-match effects
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Effects at sentence-final words
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